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Executive Summary
Throughout the Open Badge Network project, the aim of this output has been to provide the
framework for OBN partners and Associate partners to develop their knowledge and understanding
of Open Badges to enable them to drive adoption across Europe. This has included sharing ongoing research, case studies and tools collected and developed from across the OBN partnership.
This final document is designed to help the European community easily navigate the outputs
produced and collated by the partnership and find the support and guidance they need to take their
open badge work forward, summarised by the visual infographic below.
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O1 Framework and Leadership
(http://www.openbadgenetwork.com/outputs/obn-framework-and-leadership/)

The Open Badge Network provides framework and leadership for the Open Badges standard to
grow across Europe. This includes supporting members to join the Open Badge Network as
Associate Partners and developing sustainability plans beyond the end of the project.

Background to Open Badge Network
In 2011, Mozilla’s bold Open Badges project changed the digital credentialing landscape as we
knew it. With support from the MacArthur Foundation the project brought partners together
worldwide, empowered by the new opportunity to recognise learning wherever it happens, and
created a disruptive global movement and the potential for a new skills currency.

Five years on, thousands of organisations are now issuing badges, from non-profits to major
employers and universities. These organisations have embraced the Open Badge standard and
philosophy, and have developed badge programs to support their learners to achieve their
aspirations.

However, in order for the potential benefits to be fully realised, Open Badges needs to be
underpinned by an active community of committed players who support the evolution of the
technical infrastructure, compelling educational content and advocacy work (Mark Surman, Jan
2016).

The Open Badge Network project was launched in September 2014 with the primary aim of
supporting the European open badge ecosystem into this kind of active community, promoting the
use of Open Badges to recognise non-formal and informal learning.

The European Open Badge community has grown significantly over the past few years (by August
2017 over 1.5 million badges have been pledged on the Badge the World map on the homepage of
the Open Badge Network website), however there are still significant challenges facing European
organisations when engaging with the standard such as language, lack of awareness around the
standard and no alignment with existing initiatives, technology and frameworks.

The OBN provides a source of trusted information to enable the partners and members of OBN to
navigate the landscape of Open Badges and better understand the opportunities and challenges
that open badges present. It also supports partners to implement and review their own open
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badge projects and understand how open badges can align with and differentiate from existing
European initiatives, frameworks and strategies.

This Framework will curate and signpost to information and tools reviewed and created by key
thought leaders within the Open Badge Community, with a specific focus on Europe.

Associate Partners & Steering Committee
To enable the network to grow across Europe, Associate Partners have been recruited. These are
organisations and individuals who advocate for the OBN Charter and contribute towards the
strategic development of the OBN across Europe. These strategic partners have been identified
from within the Open Badge Network membership.

Green Paper & Business Plan
To ensure the continuity of the work of the OBN beyond the funded period, a Green Paper has
been produced to inform the design of a business plan for the sustainability of the Open Badge
Network. The Steering Committee, formed of the core project partners, played a key role in this
discussion as they will retain responsibility for leadership of the network beyond the funding of the
project.

The Business Plan for the next phase of the OBN, has built on the feedback received on the Green
Paper and establishes the foundations of the network self-sustainability. The Business Plan has
been informed by the status of the Open Badge landscape, the European network of partners, and
their requirements during the final year of the project.

Outputs and further reading
●

Find out more about Open Badges and how they work at openbadges.org

●

Develop your Open Badges knowledge further by completing the #OB101 course

●

Find out more about open badge terminology in the Badge Alliance Glossary

●

Find out more about the Open Badge Network project at www.openbadgenetwork.com and
register as an Associate Partner here

●

Find out about the aims of the OBN in the OBN Charter

●

Read the Business plan for sustaining the Open Badge Network here
5
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http://www.openbadgenetwork.com/resources/open-badges-videos/

O2 Open Badges Infrastructure
(http://www.openbadgenetwork.com/outputs/infrastructure/)

The Open Badge Network has influenced the Open Badge Infrastructure in a number of ways. In
summary, these include:

●

Contributing to the development of the global OBI standard

●

Developing a Competency Repository to enable competency definition mapping across
competency frameworks

●

The provision of Open Badge use cases, including using open badges for Recognition of
Prior Learning (RPL), models of assessment in Open Badges and competency
frameworks

Open Badge Standard & Infrastructure
Digitalme has been an active participant in the development of the Open Badge Infrastructure
(OBI) since its inception and have played a key role in moving it forward with Mozilla, IMS and the
Macarthur Foundation. Inputs to the development of the OBI by Digitalme are highlighted on the
following timeline
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The Open Badge Network is supporting the development of the Open Badge Infrastructure across
Europe through the wider open badge community groups. This includes supporting the
development of the Open Badge Backpack, Open Badge Standard Version 2.0 and a Competency
Repository. We are capturing use cases from the European community to ensure the Open Badge
standard and technology meets their needs.

Competency Repository
Across Europe and around the world the competences required for employment are being
defined and shared across the labour market: the specific skills needed to perform in an
occupation, the transferable skills which are shared with other occupations, and the
underpinning employability skills. By using competency frameworks to provide the learning
criteria, badges can become more integrated into the learning and qualification landscape.
Through sharing the same criteria, badges can be more widely understood and recognised, and
so be more valuable.

The OBN has developed a ‘competency repository’ to help identify similar competencies in other
competency frameworks. The demonstrator Competency Repository has been developed as a
proof of concept and we are looking for additional support from the developer community to move
from the proof of concept to a full integration.
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Use Cases
Use cases provide structured descriptions of processes required for the design, delivery and
exploitation of Open Badges. Use cases have been used to feed into developments of the OBI.
Topics covered in the use cases include:
• Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) (02-A1-02 Badge application for RPL, 02-A1-12 Open
Badges in schools and HE)
• Design and assessment of Open Badges. This topic is covered in most of the case studies but a
particular focus can be found in: (02-A1-03 Building a portfolio from badges, 02-A1-05
Collaborative design of badges, 02-A1-12 Open Badges in schools and HE)
• Competency frameworks (02-A1-06 Competency Framework 2016).
The full list of case studies:
02-A1-01 Automatic MOOC Badging
02-A1-02 Badge application for RPL
02-A1-03 Building a portfolio from badges
02-A1-04 Centralised management
02-A1-05 Collaborative design of badges
02-A1-06 Competency Framework 2016
02-A1-07 Diploma Supplement badge
02-A1-08 Employers reviewing badges
02-A1-09 Hygiene management
02-A1-10 Language proficiency badges
02-A1-11 Open Badges in Distance Education
02-A1-12 Open Badges in schools and HE
02-A1-13 Organisations sharing the badges they created
02-A1-14 Presentation and Participation
02-A1-15 Rewarding students with Geo4work project
02-A1-16 Rewarding students who help other students
02-A1-17 Using badges as a way to express social or political statements
02-A1-18 Validation of in-house training
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Outputs and Further Reading
●

Use Cases collected by the OBN project can be downloaded in a single file here

●

Find out about the work the OBN has contributed to the OBI here

●

Find out about the development of the Competency Repository and aims for future
development of this important tool

O3 Support for Individuals and organisations
(http://www.openbadgenetwork.com/outputs/individuals-and-organisations/)

The Open Badge Network has provided resources supporting individuals and organisation to
issue, earn and award Open Badges. In summary these include:

●

Discussion papers and guidelines for the implementation of Open Badges for individuals
and organisations

Discussion Paper on Open Badges for Individuals
The Discussion Paper on Open Badges for Individuals brings together different, and sometimes
contrasting, opinions regarding potentials, risks and values of Open Badges from the individual’s
point of view. The paper does not state a position, as its objective was to initiate and guide the
debate of a community of experts around the role of individuals in the Open Badge ecosystem.
Through a critical appraisal of the OBN use cases, the document attempts to answer, among
others, the following questions: what is the value of Open Badges for individuals? What are the
risks involved with Open Badges? What benefits could the use of Open Badges bring to education,
employment and social systems?

Discussion paper on Open Badges for Organisations
In parallel with the Discussion Paper on Open Badges for Individuals a similar discussion paper has
been produced investigating the use of Open Badges from the point of view of organisations. The
Discussion paper on Open Badges for Organisations considers how different types of
organisations can use Open Badges to good effect, including universities, public organisations, the
private sector, and the third sector.
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Guidelines for the implementation of Open Badges for individuals and
organisations
The Guidelines for the implementation of Open Badges for Individuals and Organisations
synthesizes the results of the two discussion papers, following review and feedback from the Open
Badges online community. The guidelines are designed to support individuals and organisations to
implement Open Badges, as badge issuers, recipients and consumers. The document considers
Open Badges within the lifelong learning environment (formal education, training, formal, informal
and non-formal learning, etc), as well as work and social contexts. The OBN collection of use
cases have fed into the development of these guidelines and help to define models of best practice
with Open Badges.

Testing the guidelines
The Guidelines for the implementation of Open Badges for Individuals and Organisations have
been tested and fine-tuned with small groups of stakeholders involved in the implementation of
Open Badges. This document sets out the feedback received from focus groups that have tested
the guidelines.

Outputs and Further Reading

●

The Discussion Paper on Open Badges for Individuals considers Open Badges from the
individuals’ point of view

●

The Discussion paper on Open Badges for Organisations considers how different types of
organisations can use Open Badges to good effect

●

The Guidelines for the implementation of Open Badges for Individuals and Organisations
are designed to support individuals and organisations to implement Open Badges, as
badge issuers, recipients and consumers

●

The Digitalme Academy provides a simple course which takes you through the process of
designing badges using the badge design canvas

●

The Digitalme Badge Design Canvas can be used to aid the development of a single badge
or group of badges, helping users to consider value, users, assessment and the visual
design of a badge

●

Useful tools to help you create the visual design for your badge can found at:
Makebadg.es and https://www.openbadges.me/
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O4 Implementing Open Badges across Territories
http://www.openbadgenetwork.com/outputs/in-territories/

The Open Badge Network supports the uptake of Open Badges and has contributed to this in a
number of ways, including:

●

Developing guidelines for Open Badges in territories

●

Providing an inventory of Open Badge initiatives across Europe

Building Badge Networks

Open Badges are innovative and potentially disruptive. As with any innovation, there will be
early adopters and pockets of good practice. To support the embedding of an innovation across a
territory, however, requires a more coherent and structured approach. Communication channels
are vital and while these may develop organically between a number of actors, an established
network can help to support communication and enable the synthesis of learning from across the
network into meaningful and mutually beneficial developments (Diffusion of Innovations, Everett
Rogers1).

A network can help Open Badge adoption across a territory in the following ways:

1

●

To help draw the Open Badge concept to the attention of potential adopters

●

To help individual adopters to learn about the practicalities of implementing Open Badges

●

To provide role models and opinion leaders to influence the decision to adopt

●

Early adopters can feel isolated and value having a network of like-minded enthusiasts
with whom to share ideas and overcome problems

●

To share practice over pilots and provide a conduit for successful pilots to scale up across
a wider territory

●

To deliver support that fits with the cultural, institutional and language context

●

To accelerate the pace of public understanding and recognition

●

To help the world-wide Open Badge movement to develop its ideas and infrastructure

●

To provide a channel for influencing decision-makers and authorities

Rogers, E. (2003). The Diffusion of Innovations. The Free Press, New York; fifth edition.
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●

To increase the recognition and therefore value of Open Badges

●

To provide a channel for funding agencies to support and institutionalise Open Badges

●

To encourage the development of an Open Badge ecosystem in the territory

●

To encourage the formation of partnerships to develop and promote aspects of Open
Badges

●

To provide a 'safe space' in which to try out new ideas, and resolve different viewpoints

Guidelines and Inventory
The Guidelines for Open Badges in territories provides use cases of successful open badge
networks, that have helped to influence uptake of open badges across a geographical territory.
Drawing on these use cases, the guidelines provide key considerations and recommendations for
developing badge initiatives and supporting uptake across a given geographical area.

The Open Badge inventory provides a list of open badge initiatives in Europe. This document
provides a reference point for discovering open badge developments in Europe and provides a
useful resource for exploring possible partnerships or for the formation of larger networks to
support the uptake of open badges across Europe.

Outputs and Further Reading

●

Use the Guidelines for Open Badges in territories for tips and recommendations on how to
support uptake of Open Badges across a geographical area

●

Find out about other Open Badge initiatives in Europe with this inventory

O5 Open Badges and Policy
(http://www.openbadgenetwork.com/outputs/policy-levels/)

The Open Badge Network has supported understanding of Open Badges at policy level.
Resources relating to this area, include:
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●

A discussion paper and recommendations for policy makers on establishing Open Badges
at policy levels in the EU

●

A White Paper on Open Badges Policies

Discussion Paper
The Discussion Paper on Open Badge Policies is a preliminary strategic document which aims at:
1. identifying relevant stakeholders and creating awareness about Open Badges among
identified key policy stakeholders in two policy areas: education and employment,
2. exploring opinions of policy stakeholders regarding potentials and risks of Open Badges in
relation to education and employment policies in EU through consultations with selected
experts,
3. formulating recommendations about establishing relationships with existing EU tools/
policies (EQF, ECVET, EHEA, Europass, ESCO, EQAVET) and incorporating badges into
EU, national and sectoral policies.

European Union Guidelines for validating non-formal and informal learning

The European Centre for the Development of Vocational Training (Cedefop), the European
Union’s reference centre for vocational education and training, mention badges as a means of
recognising and validating informal and non-formal learning in their European guidelines for
validating non-formal and informal learning. Reference: Cedefop (2015). European guidelines for
validating non-formal and informal learning. Read more

White Paper on Open Badge Policies
Building upon the Discussion Paper on Open Badge Policies, a White Paper on Open Badge
Policies has been developed using the discussion to draft (1) approaches, (2) guidelines and (3)
directions for establishing Open Badges as policy levels in Europe.

Outputs and Further Reading

●

Discover policy considerations and recommendations with the Policy Discussion Paper
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●

To find out about the survey that informed the development of the Policy Discussion Paper
and White Papers, this can be accessed here

●

Access approaches, guidelines and directions for establishing Open Badges at policy levels
in Europe in the White Paper on Open Badge Policies

O6 Open Badge Network Communication
(http://www.openbadgenetwork.com/outputs/open-badges-network/)

The Open Badge Network has been supporting learning about Open Badges. Key activities in this
area include:

●

The Open Badge Network MOOC

●

The Open Badge Network Community Portal

OBN MOOC
An important element of the construction of the European Open Badge Network has been the
setting up of a Massive Open Online Course (MOOC). The MOOC was organised in 3 separate
sessions, each of of 2 months duration. A session contained modules of bi-weekly webinars with
asynchronous activities to undertake and fora for discussions (moderated by OBN partners). We
included a range of activity types for each run of the MOOC, including optional activities
participants could do to extend their learning.
The first instance of the MOOC ran between: January 2017 – July 2017

OBN Community Portal
The OBN Community Portal brings together all of the outputs and resources developed by the
Open Badge Network. It provides the online framework for the OBN project, which this document
signposts. Resources that can be found on the OBN Community Portal include: guidelines,
discussion papers; live updates of tweets, events and developments relating to Open Badges; the
Badge the World map where users can pledge their badge initiatives and more.
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Outputs and Further Reading

Short description needed
●

Find out about events and resources on the Open Badge Network Community Portal

●

Go to the MOOC pages on the Portal to learn more about the MOOC and access recorded
webinars from the first run in 2017

●

Find out about the MOOC design and specification

●

Hear about the reasons for running a MOOC on Open Badges with the MOOC teaser

O7 Quality Assurance of Open Badges
(http://www.openbadgenetwork.com/outputs/quality/)

The Open Badge Network has developed resources relating to quality considerations in Open
Badge initiatives. These include:

●

Discussion paper and guidelines for the Quality Assurance of Open Badge initiatives

●

Quality assurance of the Open Badge Network project

Discussion Paper and Open Badge Quality Management Guidelines
Quality has an objective and a subjective dimension. A person’s perception of quality in terms of
badges will depend on a variety of factors, such as his or her function in the Open Badge
development process (from design to delivery), context and the person’s role when engaging
with badges (as an earner, issuer or consumer).

The Open Badges and Quality Management document presents data gathered from a Quality
Survey and provides recommendations for quality assurance of Open Badge initiatives. It takes a
role-based approach to quality and presents the findings from the survey in relation to the
different stages of an Open Badge initiative: initial design; implementation; delivery and review.
Overarching recommendations for considering quality in an Open Badge initiative are provided
15
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under each stage and the summary contains quality considerations from the perspective of the
different roles that will engage with Open Badges: earners; issuers; and consumers.

The Open Badge Quality Management Guidelines publication builds on the Discussion Paper and
incorporates feedback from the Open Badges community. The Guidelines provide
recommendations relating to quality for Open Badge issuers, consumers and earners and provides
an easy to use resource for those leading Open Badge initiatives, to consider and embed quality
into the design, implementation and delivery of their initiatives.

Quality Assurance for the Open Badge Network Project
The Quality Plan and the Quality Implementation of the project are internal facing documents. The
Quality Plan describe the agreed rules of working communication and relationship amongst the
partners, methods and formats of cooperation within the partnership. It also describes the working
methods for planning the work, obtaining inputs from all the partners, raising alerts and
implementing corrective actions. Annexes provide formats for final delivery of project documents
and outcomes.

The Quality Implementation of the project by the partners is the formative and summative
evaluation of the project’s processes and outcomes. The tools and reports delivered by the
evaluating partner helped to monitor progress within the project and to serve as the “critical friend”
role that is crucial for quality of the deliverables. Periodical reports brought suggestions to the
project management team about any issues which might arise.

Outputs and Further Reading

●

Access data on quality considerations for Open Badge initiatives derived from a survey, and
recommendations for embedding quality, with the Open Badges and Quality Management
Discussion Paper

●

The survey that informed the development of the Quality Management Discussion Paper
and Guidelines, can be accessed here

●

Access approaches, guidelines and tools for embedding quality in Open Badge Initiatives
with the Open Badges and Quality Management Guidelineshttps://youtu.be/HfAvxrfbNMY
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How can I continue to contribute to the development of the
Open Badge Network in Europe?
The Erasmus+ funding for the Open Badge Network comes to an end in August 2017. However,
the project partners intend to continue to build on the work generated by the OBN and its
contribution to the Open Badge community.

If you would like to continue to be involved in the Open Badge Network, there are number of ways
you can do this, including:

1. Pledge activity on the Open Badge Europe map
2. Become an Associate Partner and sign up to the charter
3. Share information about events / activity via the OBN portal or at events
4. Help influence policy in your country around open badges
5. Help build localised networks
6. Develop your own Open Badge initiatives and embed quality within the design,
implementation and delivery of these
7. Access papers and research on Open Badges, such as through these collections:
a. Open Badge publications listed on the OBN portal
b. Posts on the OBN portal
c. Blogs maintained by OBN partners:
i. https://medium.com/digitalme-an-open-badgeadventure
ii. https://beuthbadges.wordpress.com/publications/
iii. https://ibuchem.wordpress.com/
d. HASTAC bibliography of Open Badge papers
e. Open Badges on Scoopit
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